About us - Resolutions from ACC12

Resolution from ACC12 establishing the Official status of the Anglican Communion Environmental Network

Resolution 11: UN Observer and Environment Network

This Anglican Consultative Council:

1. receives the UN Observer's report presented to the Council;
2. adopts the resolutions suggested in the report and letter (Annex IV) as its own, namely:
   a. asks all churches of the Anglican Communion to place environment care on their agenda;
   b. asks all Anglicans to make their own personal commitments to care for God's world, respecting all life, for "the Earth is the Lord's and all that is in it" (Psalm 24:1);
   c. establishes the Anglican Environmental Network as an official network of the Anglican Communion; and,
   d. endorses for immediate action, the declarations of the Anglican Congress to the United Nations and to the Anglican Communion.